The Benefits of
Holiday Surveillance

Over the last 15 years we have obtained
some of our best video (some of which
resulted in fraud prosecution and
conviction) on or near holidays. Of all the
various holidays we have, the period
between Thanksgiving and New Years has
been most fruitful.
Why is holiday surveillance so productive?
I suppose there could be many theories.
Our thoughts, based on decades of
investigations are:

G The person committing fraud gets
caught up in seasonal activities - sports
or picnicking for Memorial Day and 4th
of July, shopping and decorating for
Christmas, etc. Their disguise as a
“disabled person” is forgotten as the
spirit and activity associated with that
holiday overtakes them.
G Those who commit fraud very often
have families who are not committing

Christmas

Memorial Day

fraud, who are not pretending to be
disabled in whole or in part. Holidays
are times when families come together
and the presence of siblings or others
with whom one has been active in
the past encourages current activity
well beyond the limitations of the
claimed injury.

G Fraud tends to be committed by
“smartness-challenged” people, surface
appearances notwithstanding. The
stupid may think that because they are
“on vacation” so is everyone else,
including investigators with video
cameras.
Whatever the true reason, we have found
that the fraud-inclined are far less wary, far
less cautious and often active far beyond
anything possible were the claimed injury
and symptoms actually true.

Technical Considerations

Holiday surveillance is not without barriers
and difficulties. Dense traffic, crowds, malls,
etc., can be difficult for regular folks just
trying to pick up a gift or an extra gallon of
eggnog. For the unprepared investigator,
“difficult” can rapidly transition into
“impossible” (i.e., “Darn - I lost him”).

Discuss the following with your investigator
when assigning holiday surveillance:
Hidden cameras are vital. In addition to
video of the subject loading/unloading gifts,
etc., into/out of the vehicle, you also want to
film him or her while shopping, as this can

investigator. If
the subject is
"dropped off" or
parks
in
a
handicapped
space, the extra
investigator or
spotter
can
jump out and
begin a foot tail.
An investigator
alone can only
slap palm to
Labor Day
forehead and
proceed to the nearest establishment
providing warmth and seasonal beverages.
One of the vehicles used during the
surveillance needs to be at least a
compact, as parking and traffic can make
using a larger vehicle unworkable.
Use holidays to find out with certainty what
is really happening with the subject of that
file full of red-flag fraud indicators. Good
investigators never rest. They live for the
bust. Sending them out on holidays
increases their chances of success.

4th of July

produce some very interesting results.
Often the only decent video you can get
during this crowded time is with a hidden
camera. Make sure your investigator has
one or more of them on hand.

For high exposure cases, team surveillance
is often called for to maximize surveillance
results. Ensure the firm you use has
enough experienced personnel, two-way
radios and some history of success utilizing
multiple investigators. Traffic situations or
crowds inside malls can defeat a single
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